Attilio Brighenti, Chiara
Brighenti, and Riccardo
Bressan, S.A.T.E. Systems
and Advanced Technologies
Engineering S.r.l., Italy,
recommend effective pre-study
of pulsation dampeners.

A guiding

hand

A

critical issue in the design of reciprocating compressor
installations is the limitation of flow induced vibrations
(FIVs) generated by these machines.
The API 618 standard1 and the API 688 recommended
practice2 provide guidelines and various levels of detail and
approach to perform design and verification analyses of
acoustic pulsations and FIVs. Three approaches are listed whose
application depends on the discharge pressure and power per
cylinder. Approaches two and three foresee dynamic
simulations for the evaluation of pressure pulsations and
shaking forces and their compliance with recommended limits.
The main practical problem for engineers is that the
pulsation dampeners must be ordered before the plant piping
design is complete, yet the piping topology and size, combined
with the compressor and the dampeners, determine the
pulsation response of the whole system. The replication of
dampeners to a new plant from previous installations of the
same machine is not straightforward, even if process data and
operating speed are similar.
Although it is clear that the definitive verification must be
done with the complete and final piping design, a good practice,
also recommended by the standard, is to make a pre-study after
the preliminary sizing of the pulsation dampeners with the best
available data set.
The API standard defines goal parameters for these
pre-studies; in particular, the Helmholtz frequency of an
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acoustic filter (Annex O.2.1 )a should be lower than N/85 [Hz],
This article, which follows others published by the authors
where N is the compressor revolution speed (RPM). In critical
on acoustic pulsation topics, shows the practical case of a real
cases the limit is raised to N/45. This goal, however, can be
industrial project, in which, unexpectedly, the fourth harmonic of
impractical despite the fact that it is compatible with virtually
the compressor flow rate causes excessive pressure pulsations
infinite combinations of dampeners and choke pipe dimensions.
due to high input impedance. 3-8
No further indications are provided other than the ratios
between the dampener’s and the inlet and outlet lines diameters
and the length to diameter ratio of the dampener vessel. The
diameter of the dampener choke pipeb is considered only in the
The plant examined consists of a single compressor with two
calculations of the filter acoustic frequency and pressure drop.
single stage cylinders (see Figure 1, as well as Tables 1 and 2).
One aspect that the standard does not sufficiently address is
The suction side has a single volume symmetric dampener
that the many possible size variants influence not only the
common to the two cylinders, while the discharge side is fitted
response or attenuation of the filter, but
with two identical independent single volume
also the signal amplitude generated by
dampeners, one for each cylinder with no
the compressor. In fact, to simplify,
internals (see Table 3).
around a certain process condition, each
They are series type filters, i.e. with the
piston is a flow rate generator that forces
generated flow passing throughout the chamber
the piping system, which reacts to the
and marginal dead volumes. In this case, the
forced flow rate by a dynamic
choke pipe connects the compressor’s cylinder
backpressure. This latter effect depends
flanges to the nozzle. Quick calculations of
on the input acoustic impedancec of the
the dampener/choke pipe systems yield
piping system.
the values of the Helmholtz frequencies,
Although acoustic simulation is
respectively 10.7 and 20.1 Hz, i.e. below the
recommended by these standards as the
recommended limit (22 Hz) calculated in the
key action for verifying the dampener
API 618 (Annex O.2.1) standard.
design, there are neither a-priori
The choke pipe has a diameter sufficient to
indications on the importance of this
grant pressure losses lower than 40% of the
frequency dependent quantity nor
recommended limit (section 7.9.4.2.5.3.1).
guidelines to limit it, concurrently with
The volumes of the dampeners are more
Figure 1. Schematics of the
good attenuation performance.
than twice the minimum recommended value,
compressor-dampeners configuration.
according to the pre-sizing formulae of API 618
(section. 7.9.3.2). The diameters of the
Table 1. Main data of the compression system
dampeners also match the minimum ratios with respect to the
incoming and outgoing lines (Annex O.2.2). Only the suction
Description
Value
dampener is slightly slimmer than recommended, in terms of
Nominal speed
990 RPM
length-to-diameter (L/D) ratio (max 4:1), and a little below the
suggested ratio with the plant side line (min 3:1). Given these
Cylinder bore diameter
165.1 mm
premises, the dampener should be adequate.
Cylinder stroke
152.4 mm
At the current stage of plant design, no information was
available about the lines routing, nor about side branches,
Rod diameter
50.8 mm
obstructions and other details that could generate acoustic
Cylinder swept volume (headside)
3.26 dm3
reflections. Only information regarding the diameter of the line
Number of cylinders
2
beyond the dampeners was available.
Nevertheless, the client requested to make the pre-study to
Effects per cylinder
2
verify the dampener by means of advanced acoustic pulsation
analysis tools that are available and qualified having had many
years of effective use.3-8
Table 2. Main process data

Description of compressor and
dampeners

Description

Suction

Discharge

Operating fluid

Natural gas

Pressure

7.7 bar

Temperature

32.8°C

Density

6.6 kg/m

Molar mass

119.2°C
3

18.2 kg/m3

21.3 kg/kmol

Speed of sound

381.5 m/s

Mass flow rate (both cylinders)
Isentropic exponent
(specific heat ratio)
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27 bar

432 m/s
0.81 kg/s
1.22
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Pre-study dynamic simulation

The dynamic simulation to check the dampeners’ design was
performed in two steps. The first was a time domain simulation
(by ACUSCOMP™) of the whole system consisting of the
following:
 Infinite suction line.
 Suction dampener.

 Compressor (including valves mechanical and
fluid-dynamics, cylinder thermodynamics).
 Discharge dampeners.

 Infinite discharge lines.

The second step consisted of a frequency analysis
(by ACUSYS®) of the stand alone suction and discharge pipe
subsystems including:
 Plenum.

 Pipe between compressor flange and dampener (choke
pipe).
 Infinite long line.

The former allows calculation of the forcing signals acting on
the pipe subsystems, which cannot be known a-priori as they
depend on the cylinders and crank geometry, the pressure ratio,
the clearance volumes and on the valves characteristics (flow
coefficient, mass and stiffness, area subject to opening pressure,
etc.). These data are generally available when the compressor
type is known. Should some be missing they can be estimated
by geometrical or kinematic similarity with other similar
compressors. This is more reliable than guessing the forcing flow
rate or pressure harmonics by analogy with previous installations
or defining them as standard test signals (triangular or square
wave) with fundamental frequency equal to N/60.
The second step has the purpose of verifying the pressure
responses and their compliance with the limits set forth by the
API 618 (section 7.9.4.2.5). In addition, it allows a thorough
exploration of the input impedance and transfer functions of the
piping in order to understand the root causes of excessive
pulsations.
The use and the modelling approach of the two software
packages used for the acoustic simulation was discussed in
Brighenti and Pavan’s article ‘ACUSCOMP and ACUSYS – A
powerful hybrid linear/non linear simulation suite to analyze
pressure pulsations in piping’.6 It is worth highlighting that the
piping is simulated by a fine mesh of discrete elements defined
according to the electro-acoustic analogy dynamically interacting
with the non linear thermodynamics and fluid dynamics in the
cylinder and valves.
The analysis was completed by varying the speed within a
±5% range to ensure detecting resonances despite possible
uncertainty in some parameters. Should the compressor be
actually operated at various speeds, the variable speed
simulation procedure identifies the most critical speeds, around
which improvements should be focused.

Results

The thermodynamic cycle inside one of the cylinders is shown
in Figure 2. The cycle shows an overpressure in the cylinder, due
to the pulsation backpressure on the discharge side. The flow

rate signals entering the suction and discharge plena are shown
in Figure 3 (the time interval corresponds to the revolution
period of 60.6 ms) and Figure 4 (harmonics after average
removal). Two pulses are present in the cycle from/to each
side of the compressor cylinder, corresponding to the head end
(HE) and crank end (CE) effects. The two pulses differ (albeit
only slightly) because of the different volume swept by the
two sides of the piston.d From the harmonics distribution, it is

Figure 2. P-V diagram of the head side (red) and crank side
(blue) cylinders (pressure in bar a; volume in litres).

Figure 3. Mass flow rate through the compressor valves

from suction (blue) and to the discharge (red) plena, during one
revolution.

Table 3. Main data of the dampeners – base design
Description

Suction

Discharge

Bottle diameter

409.5 mm

409.5 mm

Bottle length

3900 mm

1000 mm

Bottle volume

514 dm

132 dm3

Choke pipe diameter

97.2 mm

97.2 mm

Choke pipe length

400 mm

600 mm

Number of cylinders to serve

2

1

3

Line diameter (beyond the dampener) 146.4 mm

97.2 mm

Figure 4. Harmonics of the mass flow rate through the

compressor valves from suction (blue) and to the discharge (red)
plena.
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clear that the dominant forcing harmonic is the second one,
followed by the fourth and other low order even harmonics.
The first and third harmonics are small as in this case the
compressor runs at full load, i.e. with no suction valve unloader.
The pressure pulsation response at the compressor suction
flange, namely in its plenum, is shown in Figure 5 (solid red line).

Figure 5. Suction dampener, base design vs. modified design
– pressure pulsation at the compressor cylinder flange (solid
lines) and line side (dashed red and blue lines).

According to API 618, the pressure signal should remain within
the two dashed black lines limiting the maximum peak to peak
excursion (section 7.9.4.2.5.2.1). Although specific harmonic
limitations are not required in this section, it is clear (and
confirmed by the harmonic distribution) that the fourth harmonic
(66 Hz) dominates the pressure response in this point. Figure 5
also shows the pressure pulsations on the plant side of the
dampener (dashed red line), in this case at the end of an infinite
anechoic line from which the gas ideally flows. This section is
subject to other limits in terms of individual harmonics instead of
compounded peak-to-peak values. Due to the pre-study nature
of this work, the normal limit must be reduced to 80% of the
standard limit in order to leave a margin to later adverse
interactions with the full plant (section 7.9.4.2.3.4). The frequency
dependent limit in Figure 6 showing the signal harmonics
accounts for this reduction. It is evident that the dampener is
effective in reducing the pressure pulsations coming from the
compressor cylinder flange and propagating towards the line side
(pink bars). The fourth harmonic still prevails, yet to a lesser
extent. Its amplitude is reduced from 0.35 - 0.045 bar, or by 87%,
while the second harmonic is reduced by 69%, both within the
limit.
Despite this, the dampener must be modified in order to
meet the compounded peak-to-peak limit at the cylinder flange.

Possible remedies

Figure 6. Suction dampener, base design vs. modified design

– pressure pulsation harmonics at the compressor cylinder flange
(dark colours) and the line side (light colours) compared with API
limit (dashed line).

Figure 7. Suction dampener – input impedance (cylinder 1
port) from the cylinder valve section (red: base design; blue:
modified design).
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Examining the input impedance (see Figure 7) and the response
transfer function, in particular from the forcing flow rate input
to the output on the line side (see Figure 8), it can be seen
that the excess pulsations do not derive from resonances or
anti-resonances. Resonances occur at 9.9, 49.5 and 74.3 Hz,
while anti-resonances occur at 46, 71 and 77 Hz, all sufficiently far
from the forcing harmonics. The first anti-resonance corresponds
to a standing wave with a wave length equal to twice the
dampener length (see Figure 9), while the second corresponds
to the Helmholtz pattern oscillation of each plenum through the
choke pipe, the dampener acting as a nearly infinite buffer for this
mode (see Figure 10). The third anti-resonance mode, at 77 Hz,
is a variant of the previous one, deriving from a slightly different
mode of pulsation of the two dead caps.
It is clear from Figure 7 (red line for the base design) that the
impedance increases with the frequency after each resonance (i.e.
after each minimum of the input impedance), and, in particular,
around the main forcing harmonics (33 and 66 Hz). Therefore, the

Figure 8. Suction dampener – transfer function from the

cylinder valve section to the dampener nozzle on the line side
(red: base design; blue: modified design).

remedy direction should be towards resizing the dampener and
its choke pipe to reduce the impedance module with the goal of
decreasing the dynamic backpressure consequent to the
pulsating mass flow rate. In doing this, care should be taken not
to compromise (or reduce) the filtering action of the dampener,
which would occur if the transfer function from the input to the
output increases. The most effective solution is then reducing the
acoustic inductance of the choke pipe by increasing its diameter
while maintaining its length. The dampener buffer volume is left
unchanged.
Comparing the plots of the input impedance and the transfer
function of the base design against the suggested modification, it
is evident that the input impedance at 66 Hz was reduced from
1.15 to 0.33 bar/(kg/s), i.e. by 71% (see Figure 7); likewise, the
response transfer function at the dampener outlet was reduced
from 0.10 to 0.04 bar/(kg/s), i.e. by 60% (see Figure 8).
The effectiveness of the change is confirmed by the plots of
the pressure pulsations (see Figure 5: dashed red and blue lines;
and Figure 6: blue and light blue bars) showing that the
compounded peak-to-peak pulsations at the compressor cylinder
flange is now within the limits, while the pulsation harmonics at
the dampener line side were further reduced.
This solution was further analysed by a variable speed
simulation, showing that the pulsations cope with the API limits in
a sufficient speed range around the nominal value.

Conclusion

Quick but accurate acoustic pulsation studies allow a timely
correction of dampener designs and can prevent major problems
in the design and installation of compression systems.
Such preliminary acoustic studies should first be made in the
early stages of a project, i.e. as soon as the machines and the
dampeners are defined, even with the simplification of infinitely
long pipelines beyond the dampeners. Later, the complete
analysis with the full piping should be repeated for confirmation
or further detuning by modifications of lower impact than would
occur without the prestudy.
These goals can be effectively reached with qualified
software tools such as ACUSYS® and ACUSCOMP™.
Guidelines to make engineers (not only specialists) more
aware of the impact that the different dampener elements have
on the forcing action by the compressor and not only on their
filtering capability must be effected. Both these aspects concur to

Figure 9. Suction dampener – transfer function at 46 Hz.

the overall response of the plant-compressor system in terms of
pressure pulsations and shaking forces and should be considered
to prevent excessive flow induced vibrations.
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Notes
a.

This refers to the API 618 standard sections and
annexes.

b.

i.e. the relatively short pipe between the compressor
cylinder flange and a single volume dampener and/or that
inside two-volume dampeners (Annex O).

c.

The physical meaning of this quantity is identical to that
used in electrical circuits, whereas the analogy relates
eletrical currents with mass flow rates and voltages with
pressures. So the acoustic impedance is in pressure units/
mass flow rate units, bar/(kg/s) in this article.

d. With real asymetric piping some differences also arise from
phase shifted reflections.

Figure 10. Suction dampener – transfer function at 71 Hz.
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